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COALGEBRAIC COALGEBRAS

D. E. RADFORD

ABSTRACT.   We  investigate  coalgebras   C   over  a  field   k   such

that the dual algebra  C* is an algebraic algebra  (C  is called coalgebraic).

The study reduces to the cosemisimple and connected cases.   If  C  is co-

semisimple and coalgebraic, then  C*   is of bounded degree.   If  C  is con-

nected, then  C  is coalgebraic if, and only if, every coideal is the inter-

section of cofinite coideals.   Our main result is that if  C  is a coalgebra

over an infinite field  k and the Jacobs on radical  Rad C*   is nil, there is

an  n  such that  an = 0  all a £ Rad C*.   By the Nagata-Higman theorem,

Rad C*   is nilpotent if nil in characteristic  0 .

0.   Introduction.   In this paper we investigate coalgebras  C over a field

k such that the dual algebra C* is algebraic (i.e. k\_a\ is finite dimensional

for all a e C*)„   Such coalgebras we call coalgebraic.   An ideal  /  of A = C*

is said to be algebraic if  A/I is an algebraic algebra.   It is apparent that

Dr->DL gives a bijective correspondence of the coalgebraic subcoalgebras

of  C and the closed algebraic ideals of  C  .  Applications to algebraic ideals

will be a minor theme in this discussion.

A basic observation one makes is that the study of coalgebraic coalge-

bras reduces to the cosemisimple and connected cases.   The connected case

is the more difficult and interesting.   The Jacobson radical of  C* plays a

central part in the latter.   Our main result is that if C  is any coalgebra over

an infinite field and  / = Rad C* is nil, then there is an n such that a" = 0

all a e ].   Consequently in characteristic  0 the Jacobson radical of C* is

nilpotent if it is nil.   Combining our main theorem with a result from the co-

semisimple case, we conclude that if C is a coalgebraic coalgebra over an

infinite fields then  C* is an algebraic algebra of bounded degree.   We show

that coalgebraic coalgebras over an infinite field which are of finite type

must be finite dimensional.   As a corollary, for   locally finite coalgebras over

an infinite field the closed algebraic ideals of C* are cofinite.
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1. Preliminaries. We shall denote a coalgebra (C, A, e) simply as C.

Throughout this paper the dual algebra C* will be regarded as a topological

space with the weak-* topology. For a subspace V of C let V = \a e C*:

a(v) = 0 all v e V\ and for a subspace / of C* let I1 = \c £ C: a(c) = 0 all

a £ l\. Letting / denote the closure of a subspace / of C* one should no-

tice that / = /-'--'-. If / is a subspace of C* we say a subspace / contained

in / is dense (in /) if / = / . Notice that a linear map /: C—>D induces a

continuous map /*: D*->C*.

Let / = Rad C* be the Jacobson radical of the dual algebra  C* of a co-

algebra  C.   The powers of  /  induce a filtration on C where   C    = (}n+1)L.

In particular CQ = J1 is the sum of the simple subcoalgebras of  C  (see   [5]).

This implies / C C^.   The other inclusion holds also.

1.1   Lemma   (2.1.4 of [2]).     // C  is a coalgebra, then C^r = Rad C*.

Proof.   It suffices to show  C^C Rad C*.   Suppose  a £ CQ .   Then  u =

S°°_„ an  is well defined, and one checks that  u*(l - a) = 1 = (l - a)*u.
72-0

Since Ci" is an ideal, we are done.   Q.E.D.

For a coalgebra C  let C   = ker e, and define R(C) = C/CQ.   Then R(C)

is connected, and by  1.1

1.2.  R(C)* ~Rad C* 0 k • 1.

Since subalgebras and quotients of algebraic algebras are algebraic,

quotients and subcoalgebras of coalgebraic coalgebras are coalgebraic.   The

next lemma provides a useful converse.

1.3 Lemma.   Suppose D  is a subcoalgebra of a coalgebra C.   Then C

is coalgebraic if D and C/D    are.

Proof.   Suppose D and  E - C/D    ate coalgebraic.   If / = D  , then 0-*

I —> C —> " D   —>0is exact (u the restriction map) and E   ~  / (&k . 1. Thus k[b]

is finite dimensional for  bel.   Now let a £ C*.   Then k[u(a)] is finite di-

mensional, so

0 = aQl + • • • + u(a)n = u(aQl + • • • + a")    for some  n > 0 and  a. 6 k.

Thus  b = aQl + • • • + an el.   Since  k[b] is finite dimensional we have   0 =

j80l +..-+anm  for some  m > 0 and  ß. e k.   Q.E.D.

1.4 Corollary.   A coalgebra  C  is coalgebraic if, and only if, CQ and

R(C) are.
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By virtue of the  preceding   corollary the study of coalgebraic coalgebras

is reduced to the cosemisimple and connected cases.

If C = C    then  Rad C* is nilpotent.   As a corollary to   1.4 we have:

1.5   Corollary.   Suppose  C  is a coalgebra.    If Cfl  is coalgebraic then

C    is all n.
n

2.   The cosemisimple case.   This case is by far the simpler, and one

can relatively easily give a complete analysis.   The group-like coalgebra

k}   ' of a set X over a field k will play an important role.   Recall that this

coalgebra is the  ¿-vector space with basis  X with comultiplication deter-

mined by Ax = x<8>x all x e X.   Notice that k'-   '*~&X,  the algebra of all

functions /: X-*k under pointwise multiplication.   Observe that:

2.1. // k  is infinite, then kr   ' is coalgebraic only if X  is finite.

The proof is trivial.   For if / e kx and p(f)^0 fot some  0 ¿ p(X) e

k[X],  then p(f (x)) = 0 all x e X which implies f(x) assumes only finitely

many values.

2.1   is in sharp consrast to the finite case; if k  is finite then  &        is

coalgebraic for all sets  X.

2.2. Proposition.   Suppose  C is cosemisimple and coalgebraic.

(1) // k  is  infinite,   then C  is finite dimensional.

(2) If k  is  finite,   there exists an n > 0 such that dim D <n for all

simple subcoalgebras  D  of C.

Proof.   Write  C = IIÍC  : x e X\ where each C    is simple.   Then k     is

a subalgebra of  C*.

Suppose  k  is infinite.   Now k     is algebraic since  C* is.   By  2.1   X

is finite'.

Suppose  k  is finite.   Then we may essentially repeat the argument for

2.1   (replace  &'   ' by   IlK* where   K    is an appropriate field extension of

k) once we observe: if A  is a simple algebra over a finite field k and

dim A = n, there is a subalgebra   K which is a field extension of  k such

that lK:k]>nA.   Q.E.D.

It is clear that the necessary conditions in  the preceding proposition

are also sufficient.

2.3   Corollary.   // C  is cosemisimple and coalgebraic, then  C* is an

algebraic algebra of bounded degree (hence satisfies a polynomial identity).
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If k is finite, the proof of  2.3  is clear; if  k  is infinite we appeal to

2.34 of [l] in addition to 2.2.

For an ideal / of an algebra A we shall for convenience denote the in-

tersection of all the maximal ideals containing / by Rad (/). The following

observation is useful.

2.4.   // /  is a closed ideal of A = C* then Rad (/) is closed.

Proof. If D = iiwe have the exact sequence 0—»/ —>C*—>" D*—>0 where

u is the restriction map. It is clear that Rad (7) = z/ (Rad £>*). This means

Rad (/) is closed since Rad D* is.   Q.E.D.

An immediate consequence of 2.2 and 2.4 is:

2.5   Corollary.   Suppose C is a coalgebra over an infinite field.   If I

is a closed algebraic ideal of C* then Rad (/) is closed and cofinite.

Recall that any subcoalgebra of &(   ' has the form  kS   '  for some sub-

set   V  of  X.   This means any closed ideal of  k     has the form  l(Y) = \f e k   :

f(Y) = (0)1.   Notice we have the exact sequence 0-» I(Y) -+kx -> kY-> 0.   By 2.1
v

2.6.   // k  is infinite and I  is an algebraic ideal of k   ,   then the small-

est closed ideal containing  I is cofinite.

Now suppose  k  is any field and  X any set.   One can easily prove that
y

the algebraic maximal ideals of k     have codimension 1.   Suppose  I is any

ideal of k   .   Then  / is the intersection of prime ideals.   Since algebraic

prime ideals are maximal in commutative algebras, we conclude that any al-
ie"

gebraic ideal of k      is the intersection of maximal ideals of codimension  1.

A coalgebra  C  is called coreflexive if the cofinite  ideals of C* ate

closed (see  [4]).

2.7 Proposition. Let C be cosemisimple and coreflexive. Then the al-

gebraic ideals of C* are cofinite (hence closed).

Proof.   Write  C =\1\C  : x e X\ where  C     is a simple subcoalgebra, and

for each subset  N of positive integers set C[N] =U\Cx: dim C% e N\.   Let

/ be any algebraic ideal of C*.   Then by 3.9 of [4], there is a finite ¿V such that

/ = u~l(u(l)), where C* -»" C[N]    is the restriction.

Case 1.   k finite.  C[N] is finite by 3.12  of  [4].

Case 2.   k  infinite.   For some subset  Y of X we have  C[/V] =II{Cx:

x e Y\.   Now kY  is a subalgebra of A = C[/V]*, and furthermore  A  is a finite-

ly generated left k     module.

Now / = u(l) is an algebraic ideal of A, so % = ] O k is an algebraic

ideal of  k   .   But  k>   ' is coreflexive by  3-12  of  [4],  so M is closed and
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cofinite by 2.6  and the preceding remark.   Hence by  1.3.8 of [3], M • A

is a cofinite subspace of A, and 1-/1C/  implies that / is cofinite.   Thus

l = u~X(j) is cofinite.   Q.E.D.

We conclude this section with two immediate corollaries.

2.8 Corollary.    // C_   is coreflexive the algebraic ideals which contain

Rad C* are cofinite and closed.

2.9 Corollary.   // CQ  is coreflexive, thenKad(I) is cofinite and closed

whenever I is an algebraic ideal of C*.

3. The connected case. In this section we treat the connected case.

One should notice that the study of the Jacobson radical Rad C* of C* and

the connected coalgebra R(C) ate really the same since R(C)*^ Rad C* ®

k • 1. For any algebra A over a field it is well known that the algebra Rad A

is algebraic if, and only if, it is nil. Thus any connected coalgebra C (or

more specifically R(C)) is coalgebraic if, and only if, Rad C* is nil. Our

first proposition characterizes internally coalgebraic connected coalgebras.

3.1   Proposition.   For a connected coalgebra  C the following statements

are equivalent:

(1) C is coalgebraic.

(2) The span of the finite dimensional subalgebras of any closed sub-

algebra B of C* is dense  (in B).

(3 )   Every coideal of C  is the intersection of cofinite coideals.

Proof.   (1)=>(2) Clearly true for any coalgebraic coalgebra.

(2)=>(3) Again, clear for any coalgebra since (2ßa)1 = fl B¿ for sub-

spaces of C*.

(3)=>(1).   If (3) holds for a coalgebra  C then it holds for quotients and

subcoalgebras as well.   So let a £ Rad C* and / = &[<z].   Then D = C/I is

connected since C is, and D* ~ cl (£[«]), the closure of k[a\. Let D* —>u D*, be the

restriction map. Then u(k[a\) is a dense subalgebra of D*. But u(a)   - 0 which im-

plies that the space of primitives  P(D) = k • v fot some  v £ D.   Therefore

by 12.1.1  on p. 254 of [5] we have an embedding into the "shuffle algebra':

D—>Sh(k ■ v)  with D^Shty ■ v) .   If D  is not finite dimensional then D~

Sh(k • v) which implies D*~&[[X]], the power series ring in X over k.   But

k • 1  is the only finite dimensional subalgebra of &[[X]].   Hence  D  is finite

dimensional, and this means  k\a\ is also.   Therefore  C  is coalgebraic.

Q.E.D.
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The preceding proposition is not true in general since   (3)  f* (1) in

the cosemisimple case.   If  C  is any cocommutative cosemisimple coalgebra

then the intersection of all cofinite coideals is   (0).   But if  / is any coideal

of  C then C/I is also cosemisimple (the intersection of cofinite maximal

ideals of any subalgebra of  C* is  (0) in the commutative case).

We now come to the main result of this  paper.

3.2   Theorem.   Suppose  C  is a coalgebra over an infinite field k and

] = Rad C* is nil.    Then a" = 0 all a £ ] for some fixed n.

Proof.   Suppose there is no such n.   We will obtain a contradiction by

constructing an a e J  such that am ¿ 0 all  m > 0.   To do this it will be

sufficient to find a sequence  a     a.,- • • e J and an increasing sequence of

integers  0 = /(0) < f(l ) < f(2) ■ • •   such that

(1)  an{Cf(n-l))=(V>   and

(2)2 a    •        • a-    ¿ 0 on C.,  , for all n > 1.

Since the  C  's form an increasing filtration a = £°° ,   a    is well de-
n b n-l      n

fined, and for  m > 0

am =        Y        a.   ..... a.    = Y a.   .... . a.    é 0'—' i, i '—' i. i
t. ,       1 m       .. .    \   , ^ - ^ I rn
(i,,••■,!    ) U,,---,z    );l<r.<m

I'm \ m i

when restricted to C.,   ..   Thus  am ¿ 0 all m > 0.
f(m)

We will find these sequences simultaneously by induction.   / £ (0) by

assumption, so choose  0 ¿ ßj  e/.   Now  a^(C) ^ (0) for some  r,  so let

/(l) be such an r.   Assume a j, • • •, a    and /(l ),•••,/(//) have been chosen

by induction.   For each  0 < / < ra + 1 we define a function g,: ] -*/ as fol-

lows:  let b . = a . for  1 < /' < n and for b € J let b     ,=/-»;  finally set
it —    — ' tt + i J

gl(b)=      r      b .....b

whete exactly  / of  /',,-••, z     ,   are  // + 1.   Notice that g ,( aè) = ag (£>)

for all b e ] and  a e &.

Let g(¿») = IJ+g1 gz(/3).   Suppose g(2>) = 0 for all b e //<*>+!.   Then for

such a ¿> and any c e C   we have  0 = g(ab)(c) = S^+J (gÁb)(c)W tot all

a e k.   Since  & is infinite, g Xb)(c) = 0 all 0 </<» + 1, so 0 = Sn+i^) =

bn+1   in particular.   This implies  a(fM+1 )(" + 1) = 0 for all a e/,  a contra-

diction.   Therefore g(/3Q) ^ 0 for some  bQ e//(")+1.   Set fln+1 = bQ.   Then
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a     ,(C.,  .) = (0),  and since  g(a     ,) ^ 0 we have  g(a     ,)(C ) j¿ (0) for some
n+l      ¡\n)        v   " °     rz+1 °     n + l        r        v

r.   Let f(n + I) = maxir, fin) + 11.   Q.E.D.

Combining  3.2 with 2.3:

3-3   Corollary.   // C ¿s a coalgebraic coalgebra over an infinite field

then C* is an algebraic algebra of bounded degree (hence satisfies a poly-

nomial identity).

The Nagata-Higman theorem [l, 1.13] together with 3-2 gives the fol-

lowing result in characteristic   0.

3.4 Proposition. Suppose C is a coalgebra over a field of characteris-

tic  0.   Then Rad C* is nilpotent if it is nil.

In what follows a ring R does not necessarily have a unit element. Re-

call that a ring R is called locally nilpotent if every finitely generated sub-

ring is nilpotent.   We quote an important theorem of ring theory [1, 1.15J.

Theorem     (Levitzki).   Let  R  be a ring in which xn = 0 all x e R for

some fixed n.    Then R  is locally nilpotent.

An immediate consequence of Levitzki's theorem and  3.2  is:

3.5 Corollary.   Rad C* is locally nilpotent if it is nil and the ground

field is infinite.

It is well known that an algebraic algebra satisfying a polynomial iden-

tity is locally finite.   However we prefer to give a more basic proof of the

following proposition using coalgebra techniques.

3.6 Proposition. Suppose C is a coalgebra over an infinite field and

Rad C* is nil. Then Rad C* is finite dimensional if it contains a dense fi-

nitely generated subring.

Proof.   We may assume that C = R(C). So suppose  C is connected and

R  is a finitely generated subring dense in Rad C*.   The linear span  V  of  R

is also dense in Rad C*.   By  3.5 Rm = (0) some   m so clearly  Vm = (0) also.

Now  V  is a finitely generated left ideal of the algebra  A = V © k • 1.   Using

1.3.8 of [3] we conclude by induction that  V"  has finite codimension in  V

fot all n.   Thus   V is finite dimensional, and since finite dimensional sub-

spaces are closed,  V = RadC*.   Q.E.D.

One should notice that only the hypothesis of Levitzki's theorem was

needed in the above argument; in particular k could be finite.
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Remark.   It should be noticed that Rad C* can be replaced in 3.5 and

3.6 by R where  R  is a subring of Rad C*.   For A = R (B k ■ 1  is a closed

subalgebra of C*.   Thus A ~ D* where D  is a quotient of C.   D  must be

connected, and therefore Rc^RadD*.

A coalgebra  C is said to be of finite type if  C,   is finite dimensional.

3.7 Proposition.   Suppose C is a coalgebra of finite type over an in-

finite field k.   If C is coalgebraic then C is finite dimensional.

Proof.   Since   C  is of finite type and coalgebraic, the same is true of

R(C).   Thus we may additionally assume that C is connected.   By 3.6 we

need only find a finitely generated subring dense in Rad C*.   But the space

of primitives  V = P(C)   is finite dimensional.   By  12.1.1 on p.   254 of  [5]

we have an embedding  C -»Sh(V).   But Sh (V)* can be identified with the

power series ring in n = dim V noncommuting indeterminants X  , • • • , X

over k.   The desired subring is generated by their images under the surjec-

tive composition ¿{{Xj, • • • , Xji=*Sh (Vf->C*.   Q.E.D.

Using the definition of "A" found on p. 179 of [5] we call a coalgebra

C locally finite if D A D is finite dimensional for all finite dimensional

subcoalgebras D  of C.

3.8 Corollary.   Suppose  C is a locally finite coalgebra over an infinite

field k.    Then the closed algebraic ideals of C* are cofinite.

Proof.   Let / be a closed algebraic ideal of C* and D = iK   Then D

is coalgebraic so D    is finite dimensional by 2.2.   By assumption D  is of

finite type.   By  3-7,  D  is finite dimensional.   Therefore  I = D1 is cofinite.

Q.E.D.
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